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This demonstration shows cutting-edge computer vision methods employed in advanced vision sensing technologies for medical, safety and security applications, where the human eye represents the object of interest for both the imager and the computer. As the eye scans the environment, or focuses on particular objects in the scene, the processor simultaneously localizes the eye position, tracks its position and movement over time, and infers counter measures such as fatigue level, attention level, and gaze direction in real-time and automatically. The focus of this demonstration is placed on four different algorithms:

- Auto-initialization (RHED): one or both eyes will be detected robustly and accurately in real-time, without subject and/or light calibration. This algorithm is also utilized in recovery from tracking. Our experiments have shown great success using this algorithm on a large population set in different lighting conditions. Figures 1.(a) and 1.(b) show a snapshot of the detection results. The accompanied video shows detection results on subjects of various complexity and in various imaging conditions.

- Eye position tracking (SIRAT): once the auto-initialization is performed, our tracker follows the position of one or both eyes in real-time. The videos will show robust and accurate tracking results on different subjects and various conditions (see figures 1.(c) and 1.(d)). In particular we will show the performance of our tracker on extended closed eye scenarios for subjects with light features (no eyelids when closed) and dark features. More challenging situations are handled by our tracker and shown in these videos such as “moving head with closed eyes and depth changes”, and “occluded eye with glare”.

- Eye Closure Recognition (HRA): in each frame the eye state is reported as closed or open with no delay. This is a difficult recognition problem, especially when the subject population is diverse and the spatial image resolution is small. In this video we demonstrate our algorithm on several test subjects with different eye shapes (dark vs. light features, with and without eyeglasses). The individual outputs of this algorithm are accumulated and then processed to derive fatigue and drowsiness measurements. A snapshot from this video is shown in figures 1.(e) and 1.(f) where “o” refers to open eye state and “c” for closed eye state.

- Driver head pose categorization: the driver pose is classified as frontal vs. non-frontal. The output is accumulated over a period of time and processed to derive driver distraction measurements. Figures 1.(g) and 1.(h) depict some results of this algorithm. The green box refers to frontal driver pose while the red one indicates a non-frontal driver view.

The video contains twelve different test subjects. It is about 4 minutes, in MPEG-2 standard format, at 30 fps.
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Fig. 1

Snapshots of the results: Eye detection (images (a) and (b)), Dual Eye Tracking (images (c) and (d)), Open Eye (e), Closed Eye (f), Frontal Head Pose (g), and Non-Frontal Head Pose (h).